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Abstract. The article outlines the major re-

search areas on the problem of the water area ex-

ploitation in town planning, as well as progressive 

trends in the design of floating residential, public, 

production, recreational buildings and facilities. 

The latter include the forming of aquatorial spatial 

structures, such as floating town planning and 

landscape recreational objects. 

It has been acknowledged that man-made ar-

chipelagos are feasible to be assembled of unified 

modular elements produced in a big number of 

copies by industrial enterprises, which implies 

their high quality and relatively low cost. Such 

elements are transported to their location of use 

through waterways, which makes their shipment 

significantly cheaper. During the operation, float-

ing structures, if necessary, are capable of chang-

ing their function, size, configuration and location. 

Their damaged elements can be quickly substituted 

with the new ones, while unsuitable for further use 

fragments may be adjusted to other needs or recy-

cled. 

Floating modules must meet specific require-

ments that apply to mobile buildings and facilities. 

Among them, the requirements of technological 

effectiveness of production, transportation effi-

ciency, autonomous operation, adaptation to ex-

treme operating conditions. In addition, expecta-

tions for their reliability, efficiency and environ-

mental friendliness are increasing.  

In order to program the life cycle of floating 

town planning and landscape recreational objects it 

is suggested to use progressive technologies of 

building information modeling. ВІМ-technologies 

are an efficient means of collective creation, pro-

cessing and storage of information for the whole  

 

lifecycle object. Their use has a positive effect on 

the indicators of efficiency, performance, cost and 

safety of construction, logistics and operation of 

the object. The use of ВІМ
-technologies avoids 

most of the errors at the design stage and make the 

necessary corrections during the implementation of 

the intention. The principle of parametricity, real-

ized in the ВІМ
-environment, influences all the 

sections of the draft, which to some extent guaran-

tees accuracy in the development of a design solu-

tion. 

Keywords: floating modular elements, town 

planning and landscape recreational objects, tech-

nologies of building information modeling. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Since ancient times, people settled near riv-

ers, lakes, seas and oceans. The increase in the 

number of coastal cities’ inhabitan
ts gradually 
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led to overpopulation. In the search of new 

living space nearby traditional places of civic 

engagement, their inhabitants built artificial 

embankments and islands, settled on redevel-

oped vessels in town canals, fabricate pontoon 

buildings and structures, that is, water surfaces 

have been colonized in various ways. 

Discouraging prospects of the ocean level rise 

due to global warming imply the flooding of 

existing settlements, which will lead to losing 

a considerable number of places of residence 

during the next decades. The probable threat 

only accelerates the rate of coastal areas ur-

banization. 

Contamination of world’s waters with an 

incredible amount of waste is becoming an 

urgent challenge for the global community. It 

causes the need for floating waste recycling 

enterprises, capable of coping with the litter 

islands drifting in the oceans, as well as with 

microplastic and other hazardous substances 

which threaten the existence of various water 

bodies’ flora and fauna
. These kinds of gar-

bage, like all other, can be considered as the 

sources of raw materials and energy for the 

construction and operation of sanation floating 

settlements. 

Humanity is attracted to other, previously 

unattainable, ocean resources. In particular, 

there is a reason for the construction of indus-

trial-mining complexes, aimed at finding and 

extracting useful substances from the water 

and bowels of the earth. 

Recreational complexes located on and un-der the water address different tourists’ needs
, 

including diving, passive recreation and sanita-

tion on the water surface, extreme activities 

with the use of various water craft etc. 

Neutral waters can shelter people who are 

eager to isolate themselves from the society. In 

floating sociopolises, unrestricted by certain countries’ le
gislation, volunteers can conduct 

social experiments on innovative ways of so-

cial organization. 

Finally, the absolute majority of the water 

spaces of the planet is still unexplored. Thus, 

there is a need for research stations, which 

would allow to constantly monitor the life of 

the oceans while living in comfortable condi-

tions directly at the places of research and 

changing location in accordance with the natu-

ral movement of ocean currents. 

Problems relating to the overpopulation of 

the shores, the threat of coastal areas flooding, 

the ocean water contamination, hope for get-

ting the access to new sources of various re-

sources, craving for adventures and innate 

curiosity urge the society to master the water. 

Scientific progress and the rapid build-up of 

technological potential have made the long-

cherished dream of humanity achievable. As a 

result, designers of various specialties face the 

task of developing realistic mechanisms for 

penetration into a new, previously uninhabita-

ble aquatic environment. 

 

ANALYSIS OF PREVIOUS STUDIES 

 

Many futurologists consider water space as 

the most promising location for the develop-

ment of new settlement forms [1-3]. Urbaniza-

tion of water areas is gaining more and more 

supporters among scientists [4-8] and practic-

ing architects [9-11] every year. Ukraine has 

quite large water bodies, therefore scientists of 

the country reflect on the problems and pro-

spects of river, lake and reservoir development 

[12-15], while young Ukrainian architects 

suggest alternative ways of water spaces use 

[16-18]. These researches confirm the rele-

vance of the chosen topic, define the strategic 

goal of water areas urbanization and describe 

the tasks which must be solved to achieve it. 

The history and current trends in the design 

of mobile buildings and structures are dis-

cussed in works [19-23]. Progressive technol-

ogies of design and life management of archi-

tectural and urban objects are described in the 

works [24, 25]. Statistics on the use of prefab-

ricated objects from modular elements is pre-

sented in the study [26]. The results of these 

studies are useful for developing efficient 

methods of design, produce and operation of 

aquatorial spatial structures. 

In this study, it is first proposed to combine 

the most interesting of these ideas in order to 

outline the main areas of programming the life 

cycle of town planning and landscape-

recreational objects from floating modular 

elements. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

In the modern world, the practice of using 

floating buildings and structures of various 

purposes is quite common. Such objects are of 

interest primarily because of their singularity, 

however, they have more significant ad-

vantages as compared with the ground-based, 

both stationary and mobile architectural crea-

tions. For example, the problems of land lease 

do not disturb their owners. They are not bur-

dened with the preparation of bases and the 

construction of foundations. Powerful vehicles 

are not needed to move the buildings on pon-

toons. The efficiency of energy production 

from renewable sources increases on the water 

surface. It is more comfortable for people to 

withstand the summer heat near the water. A 

wide range of entertainment is associated with 

water. Contemplation of water soothes and 

creates prerequisites for restoration of emo-

tional balance. Beautiful landscapes are always 

surrounded by mobile artificial islands. The 

water bodies themselves attract a human's eye, 

so any architectural creations on their surface 

automatically fall into the center of universal 

attention. 

These and other positive features of aquatic 

architectural objects testify to their extraordi-

nary town planning and landscape recreational 

potential, which today is not used to the full 

extent. In particular, predominantly single 

monofunctional floating formations operate in 

different parts of the world. Most of them are 

privately owned and have little effect on the 

lives of local people. However, many pro-

posals on the organization of significant in size 

and complex in design water spatial structures 

have been developed at the conceptual level. 

Among them, aquapolis, temporary settle-

ments for migrants, floating recreational com-

plexes and so on. 

This year, students of the Town planning 

department of KNUCA explored two in prin-

ciple new directions for the use of floating 

buildings and structures. In I.V. Basak’s ma
s-ter’s thesis, the feas

ibility of widening the  

public areas of coastal towns at the cost of 

interconnected aquatorial structures capable of 

changing their location in accordance with the 

season, current needs of the residents and spe-

cific conditions is well founded. The main 

theoretical foundations of the work are real-

ized in the project of the floating islands com-

plex on the Dnipro River in the city of Kyiv 

(Fig.1). In K.S. Balanda 
master’s thesis, it

 is 

suggested using mobile floating modules for 

tourist services on the floating routes along 

plain rivers and developed two types of recrea-

tional units for short and long stay on the tour-

ist route along the Desna River in Chernihiv 

region (Fig.2). In both cases, it is suggested to 

create town planning and landscape recrea-

tional aquatorial megastructure capable of 

flexible reaction to the needs of visitors and 

operating conditions. 

Water spatial structures, such as floating 

town planning and landscape recreational ob-

jects, are formed through a purposeful combi-

nation of numerous mobile buildings and 

structures of various purposes. For the produc-

tion aquatorial megastructures it is feasible to 

use mountable-dismountable modular units. 

The application of highly productive methods 

of their manufacture, implementing the logical 

sequence of operations, the use of unified ele-

ments and joints allows to shorten the time of floating structures’ elements production, mi
n-

imize expenditures and provide the high quali-

ty of a final product. 

 It is necessary to strive for the most ration-

al use of space in floating town planning and 

landscape recreational objects. For example, 

instead of designing floating parks, one should 

consider roofs and facades greening and build-

ings on pontoons. 

The safe operation of floating modular 

structures can be achieved through dividing 

them into sealed compartments. Special atten-

tion should be paid to the basements of float-

ing structures.  The use of pontoons allows 

locating floating objects in areas with change-

able water level. Floating modules can be 

equipped with self-retracting piles capable of 

cutting into the bottom automatically. The 

system of anchors can also be used. 

Another important issue is the design of 

constructive systems which allow to stabilize 

modules on water surface and provide appro-

priate  rigidity,  hardness  and  the  tightness of  
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Fig.1. The project of the floating islands complex on the Dnipro River in the city of Kyiv, student 

I.V. Basak, head Professor N.M. Shebek: 1 – scanning along Naberezhna Highway, 2 – master 

plan, 3 – fragments of the master plan, 4 – seasonal transformation scheme, 5 – transverse street 

profiles, 6 – floating modules 

 

structure under the conditions of severe frost, 

ice drift, hard wind, storms, thunders and other 

extreme weather conditions. The mechanisms of floating modules’ ada
p-

tation to the changes in operation conditions 

through the transformation of a floating archi-pelago’s general configuration and the changesin separate fragments’ functions have to be
foreseen in advance. Much attention should be 

paid to the programming of utilization, recy-

cling and secondary use of modules methods. 

While developing aquatorial spatial structures 

one has to consider both productive and oper-

ating requirements. For instance, the minimi-

zati
on of separate modules’ size will allow

rationalizing the process of their transporta-

tion. The compactness of floating spatial struc-tures’ forms will lead to the shortening of di
s-

tances between their main elements and im-

prove the comfort of visitor. The maximum 

use of natural lighting will result in the ex-

penditures on electricity reduction. 
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a b 

Fig.2. Project of recreation modules on the tourist route along the Desna River in Chernihiv region: 

a – for short stay, b – for long stay, student K.S.Balanda, heads Professor N.M. Shebek, Associate 

Professor M.E. Tretiak 

 

Floating modular structures should be char-

acterized by high resource efficiency. Build-

ings on pontoons can be organized on the prin-

ciple of a passive house, made of sustainable 

and climate-resistant materials, equipped with 

devices for water reuse. Installations for the 

composting of household waste should func-

tion there. Meanwhile, it is necessary to make 

any negative influence of artificial objects on 

natural environment impossible. 

The key task of designing floating modular 

objects is the possibility of obtaining resources 

from the external environment. First of all, it is 

water resources, wind and solar energy. 

Floating structures should be equipped with 

rainwater collection facilities, filtration and 

refinery devices for the use of freshwater or 

desalination plants in the event of the place-

ment of an aquatic settlement in seas and 

oceans. It is necessary to use heat pumps for 

heating the floating structures. There is a pos-

sibility of integrating solar panels, portable 

wind and hydropower plants into aquatorial 

structures. In this case, the production of wind 

and solar energy is particularly effective, since 

floating islands are open to all winds and have 

a large area, and solar panels on the modules’
roofs of the are not overshadowed. 

Rapid technological progress has positively 

influenced the development of all spheres of 

human activity, including construction and 

architecture. New methods of architectural and 

engineering design of buildings and structures 

have appeared, the quality of the final product 

has grown, and the risks of the participants in 

the construction process have partially de-

creased. The negative impact of the human 

factor has been reduced thanks to technologies 

that minimize the likelihood of making mis-

takes in design and construction. The produc-

tivity of the construction industry has under-

gone growth due to the gradual development 

of two digital technologies, namely: • digital automation of product development 

and product manipulation, including the of 

use computer numerical control equipment 

(CNC) and the introduction of automated 

design systems (CAD); • digital integration of information exchange 

processes in 3D models of architectural ob-

jects, or building information modeling 

(BIM). 

The use of the latest information technolo-gies’ potential by developers, manufacturers 

and consumers of floating town planning and 

landscape recreational objects promises a sig-

nificant socio-economic effect. CNC machines 

allow performing actions that are expected of 

them with absolute precision. The use of CNC 

at the production stage is an effective method 

of manufacturing and assembling the elements 

of the modules, especially in cases when it is 

necessary to achieve tightness of the connec-

tions and completely eliminate errors caused 

by the human factor. Building information 

modeling is an efficient means of accumulat-

ing and using of a huge amount of various data 

on architectural and town planning facilities at 
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all stages of their existence by all interested 

parties. 

The building information model can be de-

scribed as a three-dimensional virtual model of 

an architectural and town planning object, 

supplemented with data on all stages of its life 

cycle. In the process of creating such a model 

the tasks of the customer, the existing standard 

requirements for a specific type of buildings, 

construction conditions are taken into account. 

All the necessary information about building 

materials, products and constructions, engi-

neering systems and security systems, and 

other data, which allows the final product to be 

more efficient, is entered into a model. 

BIM-technologies are based on the princi-

ples of parametric modeling. Changing the 

parameter of one element automatically causes 

a transformation of the structure as a whole, 

since, for example, the load from the changed 

element will not remain the same, which will 

affect the calculated model. Therefore, BIM-

technologies will allow into interconnect all 

the components of each floating spatial struc-

ture in the virtual environment, regardless of 

their physical location. 

Thanks to the joint use of one model by all 

participants of the design process, their coop-

eration becomes more comfortable and its effi-

ciency improves. Architects' productivity in-

creases, contractors can reduce construction 

time and expenditures, and owners can quickly 

make suggestions and comments, and get a 

response in real time. 

Floating modular structures may be self-

movable or transported by means of transport. 

The methods of their transformation include 

unplugging and connecting the modules, pro-

truding, rotation and displacement of the mod-ule’s parts along the guides
, removing the par-

titions. 

The information on the logistical operations 

is entered into the building information model 

of any aquatic structure, which allows calcu-

lating economical effect, possible expenditures 

and negative consequences efficiently and 

precisely. 

Another task is to develop the diagnostic 

methods for the state of artificial islands and 

environmental parameters. Modules must be 

equipped with temperature, moisture, oxygen, 

pressure and other sensors, etc. The sensors 

should be connected to the system which con-

trols and manages the processes of living envi-ronment’s
adaptation of to the environmental 

parameters. 

Information modeling of processes gives an 

opportunity to foresee problems during the 

construction and operation of objects, to real-

ize their influence on the schedule of works 

and to find the best ways of correction of the 

situation. The benefits of such an opportunity 

are evident for mobile settlements that will 

function in the oceans at considerable distanc-

es from civilization. 

The high level of production automation, as 

well as constant monitoring and maintenance of the floating structures’ operational parame-

ters due to the integration of digital technolo-

gies into the physical space will reduce the 

likelihood of production or management prob-

lems caused by the negligence or the lack of 

competence of a specific employee. 

Finally, BIM technologies can be used for 

automated control of fully robotized floating 

modular production complexes, the main pur-

pose of which will be the removal of plastic 

waste from the water objects and its recycling 

into raw materials needed for the production of 

floating modules. 

The operation of such structures can be im-

agined as a continuous process, which begins 

with the collection, sorting, chemical and me-

chanical processing of plastic rubbish with the 

aim of its purification and shredding. An in-

termediate stage in the processing of second-

ary raw materials is the manufacture of plastic 

granules, from which it is possible to manufac-

ture plastic products further by pressing or 

extruding them into separate final products, or 

processing into fibers or using granules them-

selves as filler for a specific shipbuilding con-

crete. 

The final stage of the production process 

may be the manufacturing of floating modules, 

equipment for them, and household items for 

the residents of floating villages, advertising 

products and branded goods. 

The addition of recycled polyethylene ter-

ephthalate (PET), which is currently widely 
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used for the production of packaging materials 

and is actively polluting the environment, in 

the compound  of composites positively affects 

the performance of the latter. 

Such production does not require the im-

mediate involvement of a person, and there-

fore can be completely robotic. This approach 

to production will allow creating industrial 

pontoon structures that will be able to produce 

new pontoons from the non-refined rubbish 

with minimal use of new resources. The introduction of ВІМ
-technologies in 

architectural and urban planning practice cre-

ates prerequisites for the development of ad-

vanced projects, the use of effective methods 

of their implementation and operation. The 

future of modular constructions depends large-

ly on the development of BIM-technologies. 

The implementation of modern digital meth-

ods can also positively affect the spread of 

town planning and landscape recreational ob-

jects made of floating modular elements. 

 
CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS OF  

FURTHER RESEARCHES 
 

The research on previous studies showed a steady increase in the scientists’ interest in the
problems of water areas urbanization. The 
number and typological diversity of objects 
that successfully operate in fresh and salt-
water areas, in settlements and beyond them is 
increasing every year. These are residential, 
public, industrial buildings and structures, arti-
ficial recreation spaces, transport and engi-
neering structures. 

Floating town planning and landscape rec-
reational objects have many common features 
with mobile buildings and structures, so they 
must fully meet the specific requirements that 
are imposed on them. 

At the same time, the constant contact with 
water certain features into the processes of 
their design, manufacturing, operation, 
maintenance, renovation and utilization. In 
particular, the requirements for their reliabil-
ity, autonomy, compliance with the most strin-
gent environmental standards are increasing. 

All this leads to the expediency of applica-
tion building information modeling advanced 
technologies in the programming process of 
the floating town-planning and landscape-

recreational objects` life cycle. BIM-
technologies increase the efficiency of the pro-
cesses of creating, processing and accumulat-
ing information about floating structures; in-
crease efficiency, productivity and safety of 
construction, reduce production, logistics and 
operating costs, and avoid many errors at the 
design and implementation stages of the de-
sign intent. 

The priority development directions of the 
floating town-planning and landscape-
recreational objects in Ukraine include the 
research laboratories` network formation that 
will explore the problems and methods of nat-
ural and artificial reservoirs and watercourses 
rehabilitation; additional territories creation for 
mass events carrying out and inhabitants` in 
coastal settlements communication; recreation 
and sanitation centers organization in condi-
tions of direct interaction with the healing pre-
cious environment. 

A significant socio-economic effect will be 
achieved provided an architect`s rise of crea-
tive imagination in combination with advanced 
engineering developments, precise calculations 
and leading informational technologies. It can 
be used in various spheres of society's life due 
to modest value, high quality and mass pro-
duction of modular elements, of which should 
consist of floating town-planning and land-
scape-recreational objects. Reducing the "hu-
man factor" weight at each stage of such ob-
jects` life cycle significantly increases its reli-
ability. 

Autonomy, environmental friendliness and 
mobility of such architecture allow it to be 
used effectively in the historic urban environ-
ment, as well as in remote places of civiliza-
tion without any harm to the environment. 
Significant variability of the volume-spatial 
solutions of individual modules and the unlim-
ited combinatorial decisions of structures 
made of them will preserve the artistic expres-
siveness of such objects. 
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Пª«¬ª®®̄ °±² ³́ ±«µ«¬¯¯ ¶ª«·³¯ª«°а±¯¹
 ¬ªаº«®³ª«¯³µ»±²´ ¯ µа±º¼а½³±«

-ª·ªа¾¯«±±²´ «¿À·³«° ® ¶µа°ÁÂ¯´ Ã«ÄºÁµ»±²´ ÅµÃ±³«°
 

 НаÈÉÊÈаШÉÌÉÍ, АÐÉÍÑаÒÈÓ ОÐÕÖ×ØÉÙ
 

 А±±«³а¾¯¹
. РаÝÝÞßàáâãä ßÝãßåãäâ ãаæáаåçèâãéê éÝÝèâëßåаãéì æáßíèâÞä îáаëßÝàáßéàâèïçãßîß ßÝåßâãéê аðåаàßáéì, а àаðòâ æáßîáâÝÝéåçãäâ àâãëâãóéé æáßâðàéáßåаãéê æèаåôõéö ÷ëаçãéì é Ýßßáôòâãéì òéèßîß, ßíøâÝàåâããßîß,ùúûüýþûÿ��þ���û�û ü ú��ú�а�üû��û�û �аý�а��	�ü
. К ùû��ÿ�ü� û������� �ûú�üúûþа�ü� ý�а	�ü������ ùû úаý��ú� ü �û���� ùû ��úû��ü�а�þа�ûúüа���� ùúû��úа���þ����� ��ú����ú –

 ùаþ��ü� �úаÿû��úûü������ ü а�ÿ�а���û-ú��ú�а�üû���� û�����ûþ . Пúüý�а�û, ��û ü������þ����� аú�üù�а�ü����ûû�úаý�û �û�üúа�� üý ��ü�ü�üúûþа�����ûÿ����� ������ûþ , �û�ûú�� üý�û�аþüþа��	�
 �û��ü�ü �üúа�а�ü �а ùúû��������ùú�ÿùúü
�ü
�, ��û û���аþüþа�� ü� þ��û�û��а����þû ùúü û��û�ü����û �üý�û� ��ûü�û��ü. О�ü �úа��ùûú�üú����
 � ����а� ü�ùû�ýûþа�ü
þûÿ���ü ù��
�ü , ��û ùûýþû
�� ������þ���û�ÿ���þü�� ü� ù�ú������ü� þ ùúû��úа���þ�. Вùúû����� ���ù�а�а�üü , ùúü ��û��ûÿü�û��ü ,ùаþ��ü� ��ú����ú� �ùû�û��� üý���
�� ����	�üû�а��û� �аý�а���ü�, úаý��ú , �û��ü��úа�ü�ü ����ûùûû���ü�. И� ùûþú��ÿ����� ��������û��� ���� ����úû ýа������ �ûþ��ü , а ��ùúü	�ûÿ��� ÿ
 ÿа�������û ü�ùû�ýûþа�ü
 �úа�	����� ùúü�ùû�û���� ÿ
 ÿú��ü� ���� üü

û�ùúаþ��� �а þ�ûúü���� ù�ú�úа�û���. Паþ�	�ü� �ûÿ�ü ÿû��� û�þ��а�� �ù��ü�ü����ü��ú��ûþа�ü
�, ùú�ÿ�
þ
����� �û�ü����ýÿа�ü
� ü �ûûú����ü
�. Сú�ÿü �ü� – �ú��ûþа	�ü
 ����ûû�ü��û��ü ùúûüýþûÿ��þа, ������üþ	�û��ü �úа��ùûú�üúûþа�ü
, аþ�û�û��û��ü ����	�üû�üúûþа�ü
, ùúü�ùû�û����û��ü � ����ú�	�а���� ��ûþü
� ���ù�а�а�üü . Кúû�� �û�û,úа���� û�üÿа�ü
 û��û�ü����û ü� �аÿ���û��ü ,��û�û�ü��û��ü ü ��ûû�ü��û��ü. Д
 ùúû�úа��üúûþа�ü
 �üý����û�û �ü�аùаþ��ü� �úаÿû��úûü������ ü а�ÿ�а���û-ú��ú�а�üû���� û�����ûþ ùú�ÿû���û ùúü��	�
�� ùúû�ú���üþ��� ����ûû�üü ��úûü����û-ü��ûú�а�üû��û�û �ûÿ�üúûþа�ü
. ВИМ-����ûû�üü ùú�ÿ��аþ
�� �û�û� ������üþ����ú�ÿ��þа �û���üþ�û�û �ûýÿа�ü
, û�úа�û��ü ü�а�ûù��ü
 ü��ûú�а�üü þ �����ü� þ���û �üý	����û�û �ü�а û�����а. И� ü�ùû�ýûþа�ü� ùû	û�ü����û þü
�� �а ùû�аýа��ü ûù�úа�üþ�û	��ü , ùúûüýþûÿü����û��ü, ��ûü�û��ü ü ��ýûùа�	�û��ü ��úûü�����þа, û�ü��ü�ü ü ���ù�а�а�üüû�����а. И�ùû�ýûþа�ü� ВИМ ����ûû�ü� ùûý	þû
�� üý���а�� �û��ü���þа û�ü�û� ��� �а��аÿüü ùúû���üúûþа�ü
 ü þ�û�ü�� ��û��ûÿü���ùúаþ�ü þû þú��
 þûùû���ü
 ýа���а. Пúü�	�üù ùаúа���úü��û��ü, ú�аüýûþа���� þ ВИМ-�ú�ÿ�, þü
�� �а þ�� úаýÿ�� ùúû���а, þ ûùú�ÿ�	���û� ���ù��ü �аúа��üú��� �û��û��� ùúü úаý	úа�û���ùúû����û�û ú����ü
. К&'()*+) ,&-*а: ùаþ��ü� �ûÿ������������, �úаÿû��úûü������ ü а�ÿ�а���û-ú��ú�а�üû���� û������, ����ûû�üü ��úûü	����û-ü��ûú�а�üû��û�û�ûÿ�üúûþа�ü
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